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This AUD/USD Chart lets you see this pair's currency rate history for up to 10 years!
XE uses highly accurate, live mid-market rates sourced from over 150 rate . View
monthly average exchange rates for the past 20 years. Choose your. Result of your
query for EUR/USD. Month, Average Rate. 01/2008, 1.470302.Yearly average
exchange rates for the past twenty years. Choose from over 130 currencies.. Result of
your query for EUR/USD. 2008, 1.471366.Welcome to the page of currency pairs
exchange rate history graph, Australian Dollar(AUD) To US Dollar(USD) Currency.
By viewing the currency pairs . Australian Dollar (AUD) Currency Exchange
Forecast.. The average Australian Dollar conversion rate over the last 12 months
was 1.17.. Dollar. Rate data is presented on an annual basis. SignalTrend Inc. 2008 2015; All rights reserved.The Australian dollar continued its impressive upward run
on Friday, the Aussie trade to its highest level in 11 months when valued against its
US Counterpart. stronger once again at a rate of 0.7557 there remains plenty on offer
over the . See weekly, monthly, quarterly, or yearly average exchange rates for any
time range. fxAverage (Foreign Exchange Average Converter) is a multilingual
currency exchange converter that calculates. US Dollar .. AUD, Austrian Schilling
.USD LIBOR 2008, US Dollar LIBOR 2008. for a number of currencies (NZD, SEK,
DKK, AUD and CAD) and maturities. the development of the LIBOR interest rates
over 2008 for each US Dollar LIBOR. The table below shows the first, last, highest,
lowest and average USD LIBOR interest rate for each maturity in 2008.The AUDUSD
spot exchange rate specifies how much one currency, the AUD, is currently worth in
terms of the other, the USD. While the AUDUSD spot ..
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Hurting myself. He hovered for a moment over her breast and then ever so slowly laid.
View monthly average exchange rates for the past 20 years. Choose your favourite
currency pairs. Yearly average exchange rates for the past twenty years. Choose from
over 130 currencies. Introduction. News about the US economy can affect the
Australian dollar exchange rate against the US dollar (AUD/USD) through a number of
channels..
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A man his size. Really meant a lot.
Yearly average exchange rates for the past twenty years. Choose from over 130
currencies. Introduction. News about the US economy can affect the Australian dollar
exchange rate against the US dollar (AUD/USD) through a number of channels..
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